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This paper introduces the concept of robust output feedback constrained con-
trollability for a class of linear uncertain systems. The uncertainty in the system is
assumed to have a deterministic character and satisfy a certain integral quadratic
constraint. A necessary and sufficient condition for robust output feedback control-
lability is given in terms of the existence of suitable solutions to a Riccati
differential equation of the game type and a dynamic programming equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental concept in linear systems theory is that of controllability.
w xThis concept was introduced by Kalman 1 and plays an important role in
the design of controllers. A linear system without uncertainty is said to be
controllable if there exists a control input which steers a given initial state
to the origin in a specified time.
The concept of controllability is well studied and understood in the case
of linear systems without uncertainty. However, in most real world prob-
lems, the model of the process includes some uncertain parameters.
Moreover, we consider the case when only output feedback is available.
This paper is an attempt to address the problem of robust output feedback
controllability for a class of uncertain linear time-varying systems. We
define an uncertain system to be robustly output feedback controllable if
there exists an output feedback controller which steers a given initial state
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to the vicinity of the origin in a specified time. Since the underlying system
is uncertain, and only output feedback is available, it may be unreasonable
to expect a controller to steer a given initial state exactly to the origin in a
w xfinite time. For example, in 2 , it was shown that even in the state
feedback case, an uncertain system must satisfy a very strong assumption
for this to be possible.
The class of output feedback controllers considered in the paper consists
of nonlinear digital controllers with control signals belonging to a given
set. Such controllers arise in many practical situations. It is well known,
that the presence of saturation limits on the control input significantly
complicates the controller design even in the case of linear time-invariant
systems without uncertainty.
The class of uncertain systems considered in this paper is uncertain
time-varying linear systems in which the uncertainty is described by an
w xIntegral Quadratic Constraint; e.g. see 3]7 . This class of uncertain systems
originated in the work of Yakubovich and is a particularly rich uncertainty
class allowing for nonlinear, time-varying, dynamic uncertainties. For this
class of uncertain systems, we define the robust output feedback control
problem with a control constraint described above. For a given uncertain
system, if this problem has a solution, the system is said to be robustly
output feedback controllable with the given control set. The main result of
the paper gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an uncertain linear
system to be robustly output feedback controllable with a given control set.
This condition is given in terms of the existence of suitable solutions to a
 w x.Riccati differential equation of the game type see, e.g., 8 and a dynamic
programming equation. If such solutions exist, then it is shown that
they can be used to construct a corresponding robust output feedback
controller.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let N be a given number and T ) 0 be a given time. Consider the
time-varying uncertain linear system defined on the finite time interval
w x0, NT ,
x t s A t x t q B t w t q B t u t ; .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ç 1 2
z t s K t x t q G t u t ; .  .  .  .  . 2.1 .
y t s C t x t q ¨ t , .  .  .  .
 . n  . p  . lwhere x t g R is the state, w t g R and ¨ t g R are the uncertainty
 . h  . qinputs, u t g R is the control input, z t g R is the uncertainty output,
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 . l  .  .  .  .  .y t g R is the measured output, and A ? , B ? , B ? , K ? , G ? , and1 2
 .C ? are bounded piecewise continuous matrix functions defined on the
w xinterval 0, NT .
Also, suppose that the following assumption holds:
 .  . w xAssumption 1. G t 9K t s 0 for all t g 0, NT .
5 5Notation. In this paper, ? denotes the standard Eucledian norm.
w xAlso, for any t - t , L t , t denotes the Hilbert space of square1 2 2 1 2
w xintegrable vector-valued functions defined on t , t .1 2
System Uncertainty. The uncertainty in the above system is required to
 w x.satisfy the following Integral Quadratic Constraint see also 3]7 . Let
X s X X ) 0 be a given matrix, a g Rn be a given vector, d ) 0 be a given0 0
 .  .  .  .constant, Q ? s Q ? 9 and R ? s R ? 9 be given bounded piecewise con-
tinuous matrix weighting functions satisfying the following condition: there
 .  .exists a constant d ) 0 such that Q t G d I, R t G d I for all t g0 0 0
w x w x  x0, NT . For a given finite time interval 0, s where s g 0, NT , we will
 .  .  .consider the uncertainty inputs w ? and ¨ ? and initial conditions x 0
such that
s
x 0 y a 9X x 0 y a q w t 9Q t w t q ¨ t 9R t ¨ t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .H0
0
s 2F d q z t dt . 2.2 .  .H
0
Note that the above uncertainty description allows for uncertainties in
 .  .which the uncertainty inputs w ? and ¨ ? depend dynamically on the
 .uncertainty output z ? . In this case, the constant d may be interpreted as
a measure of the size of the initial conditions on the nominal system and
uncertainty dynamics.
 .  .It is clear that the uncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 allows for uncertainty
which satisfies a standard norm bound constraint. In this case, the uncer-
tain system would be described by the state equations
x t s A t q B t D t K t x t .  .  .  .  .  .Ç 1 1
q B t q B t D t G t u t ; .  .  .  .  .2 1 1
y t s C t q D t K t x t q D t G t u t ; .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 2
2.3 .
D t 9 D t 9 F1, .  .1 2
 .  . 5 5where D t and D t are the uncertainty matrices and ? denotes the1 2
standard induced matrix norm. Also, the initial conditions would be
  . .   . .required to satisfy the inequality x 0 y a 9X x 0 y a F d. To verify0
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 .  .that such uncertainty is admissible for the uncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 , let
 .  .  .  .  .  . 5  .  . 5w t s D t z t , ¨ t s D t z t where D t 9 D t 9 F 1 for all t g1 2 1 2
w x  .  .  .0, NT . Then condition 2.2 is satisfied with Q ? ' I and R ? ' I.
Let V ; Rh be a given non-empty set. We will consider the following
class of nonlinear digital output feedback controllers which update the
 .  .control signal u t at discrete times, with u t constant between updates:
jT
u jT s U jT , y ? , where u jT g V .  .  .0
and
u t s u jT ; t g jT , j q 1 T ; j s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1. 2.4 .  .  .  .
n w xNotation. Let a g R be a given vector, U ? be any controller of the
 . w w xxform 2.4 , and d ) 0 be a given constant. Then X a, d, U ? denotes thes
 .set of all possible states x s at time s for the uncertain closed loop system
 .  .2.1 , 2.4 with uncertainty inputs and initial conditions satisfying the
 .  .  . nconstraint 2.2 . Also, let u ? and y ? be given vector functions, a g R0 0
w  .  .xbe a given vector, and d ) 0 be a given constant. Then Z a, d, u ? , y ?s 0 0
 .denotes the set of all possible states x s at time s for the uncertain open
 .  .  .  .  .loop system 2.1 with u ? ' u ? , y ? ' y ? and uncertainty inputs and0 0
 .initial conditions satisfying the constraint 2.2 .
n w xDEFINITION 2.1. Let a g R be a given vector. A control U ? of thea
 .  .form 2.4 is said to be a bounding control for the uncertain system 2.1 ,
 . w w xx  x2.2 if the set X a, d, U ? is bounded for all s g 0, NT and d ) 0.s a
h  .DEFINITION 2.2. Let V ; R be a given set. The uncertain system 2.1 ,
 . w x2.2 is said to be robustly output feedback controllable on 0, NT with the
n w xcontrol set V if for any a g R there exists a bounding control U ? of thea
 .form 2.4 .
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
Our solution to the above problems involves the following Riccati
differential equation
ÇP t s A t P t q P t A t 9 q P t K t 9K t y C t 9R t C t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
y1
= P t q B t Q t B t 9. 3.1 .  .  .  .  .1 1
Also, we consider a set of state equations of the form
Çx t s A t q P t K t 9K t y C t 9R t C t x t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã
q P t C t 9R t y t q B t u t . 3.2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .2
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Furthermore, introduce the following cost function
2
W x t , u t , y t J K t x t q G t u t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã
y C t x t y y t 9R t C t x t y y t . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã
3.3 .
0 h n  .Let u g R and x g R be given vectors, L ? be a given function fromÃj 0
n  4R to R, and j g 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 be a given number. Then,
F x , u0 , L ? J sup .Ã .j 0 j
 . w  . xy ? gL jT , jq1 T2
 .jq1 T 0= L x j q 1 T q W x t , u , y t dt , .  .  . . .Ã Ã .H j
jT
3.4 .
 .where the supremum is taken over all solutions to the system 3.2 with
 . w  . x  . 0  .y ? g L jT , j q 1 T , u t ' u and initial condition x jT s x . Also,Ã Ã2 j 0
consider the following dynamic programming equation
V x s 0 ; x g Rn ; .Ã ÃN 0 0
3.5 .0V x s inf F x , u , V ? ; j s N y 1, . . . , 1, 0. . .Ã Ã .j 0 j 0 j jq1
0u gVj
 .Note that V x may be equal to q` for some j, x . Within thisÃ Ãj 0 0
 .framework, Eq. 3.5 always has a solution.
Now we are in a position to present our main result.
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Consider the uncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 and suppose that
Assumption 1 holds. Let V ; Rh be a gi¨ en non-empty set. Then the
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i The uncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 is robustly output feedback control-
w xlable on 0, NT with the control set V.
 .  .  .ii The solution P ? to the Riccati differential equation 3.1 with initial
 . y1 w xcondition P 0 s X is defined and positi¨ e definite on 0, NT and the0
 .  .dynamic programming equation 3.5 has a solution V x such thatÃj 0
 . nV x -q` for all x g R .Ã Ã0 0 0
 .Moreo¨er, suppose that condition ii holds. Then for any n ) 0 we can
 0 .4Ny1 0 .choose a sequence of functions u x such that u x g V for allÃ Ãj 0 js0 j 0
j s 0, 1, . . . , N y 1 and x g Rn andÃ0
V x G F x , u0 x , V ? y n ; j s N y 1, . . . , 1, 0 ; x g Rn . . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã .j 0 j 0 j 0 jq1 0
3.6 .
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w x  .Furthermore, consider a controller U ? of the form 2.4 witha
u jT s u0 x jT , 3.7 .  .  . .Ãj
 .  .  .where x ? is the solution to Eq. 3.2 with initial condition x 0 s a. Then anyÃ Ã
 .  .such controller is bounding for the uncertain systems 2.1 , 2.2 .
In order to prove this theorem, we will use the following two lemmas.
 .  .LEMMA 3.1. Consider the uncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 and suppose
Assumption 1 holds. Let s ) 0 be a gi¨ en time. Suppose that there exist a
n  .  . w x¨ector a g R and ¨ector functions u ? and y ? defined on 0, s such that0 0
w  .  .x  .the set Z a, d, u ? , y ? is bounded for all d ) 0. Then the solution X ? tos 0 0
the Riccati differential equation
y1ÇyX t s X t A t q A t 9X t q X t B t Q t B t 9X t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1
q K t 9K t y C t 9R t C t 3.8 .  .  .  .  .  .
 . w x  .with initial condition X 0 s X is defined on 0, s and X s ) 0.0
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Suppose the condition of the lemma holds and let
n w  .  .xx g R be a given vector. We have by definition of Z a, d, u ? , y ?s s 0 0
w  .  .xthat x g Z a, d, u ? , y ? if and only if there exist vector functionss s 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .x ? , w ? , and ¨ ? satisfying Eq. 2.1 and such that the constraint 2.2
holds, and
y t s C t x t q ¨ t 3.9 .  .  .  .  .0
w x  .  .for all t g 0, s . Substitution of 3.9 into 2.2 implies that x gs
w  .  .x  .Z a, d, u ? , y ? if and only if there exists an uncertainty input w ? gs 0 0
2w xL 0, s such that
J x , w ? F d , 3.10 .  .s
w  .xwhere J x , w ? is defined bys
J x , w ? J x 0 y a 9X x 0 y a .  .  . .  .s 0
2
s w t 9Q t w t y K t x t q G t u t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .0q dt 3.11 .H  /0 q y t y C t x t 9R t y t y C t x t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0
 .  .  .and x ? is the solution to 2.1 with uncertainty input w ? and boundary
 .  .condition x s s x . Note that the boundary condition is imposed on x ss
 .  .  .rather than x 0 since x 0 enters into the constraint 2.2 and hence the
 .  .cost 3.11 . Thus x 0 must be treated as a free variable.
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w  .x w  .xWe now consider the functional J x , w ? s J x , w ? with a s 0,0 s s
 .  . w  .xu ? ' 0, and y ? ' 0. Then, J x , w ? is a homogeneous quadratic0 0 0 s
w  .xfunctional with a terminal cost term. Also, note that the quantity J x , w ?s
w  .  .  .xwill be a quadratic function of x , w ? , a, u ? , y ? . In particular, for thes 0 0
w  .  .x w  .xpair u ? , y ? given above, and for the given a, J x , w ? will be a0 0 s
w  .xnon-homogeneous quadratic functional of x , w ? . We now prove thats
the homogeneous part of this quadratic functional must be positive for all
 . w xx / 0 and for all w ? g L 0, s . That is,s 2
J x , w ? ) 0 3.12 .  .0 s
 . w xfor all x / 0 and for all w ? g L 0, s . We prove this claim by contradic-s 2
0  . w xtion. Assume that there exist x / 0 and w ? g L 0, s such thats 0 2
0J x , w ? F 0. 3.13 .  .0 s 0
Consider the function
0q c J J cx , w ? ;c g R, .  .s 0
w x  .  .where J ?, ? is defined by 3.11 . Then the function q c is quadratic.
Hence
q c s a c2 q a c q a , 3.14 .  .0 1 2
where a , a , and a are some constants. Moreover, it is clear that0 1 2
w 0  .x  .a s J x , w ? . Therefore, condition 3.13 implies that a F 0. Further-0 0 s 0 0
w  .  .xmore, the set Z a, d, u ? , y ? is bounded for all d ) 0. Hence for anys 0 0
< < 0d ) 0 there exists c ) 0 such that for any c where c ) c , the vector cx0 0 s
w  .  .xdoes not belong to Z a, d, u ? , y ? . It implies that for any d ) 0 theres 0 0
< <  .exists c ) 0 such that for any c where c ) c , we have q c ) d.0 0
 .However, this is impossible for any quadratic function 3.14 with a F 0.0
 .Therefore, condition 3.12 holds. Hence,
inf J x , w ? G 0 3.15 .  .0 s
 . w xw ? g L 0, s2
for all x g Rn.s
 .The optimization problem 3.15 subject to the constraint defined by the
 .system 2.1 is a linear quadratic optimal control problem in which time is
reversed. Time is reversed in this optimal control problem since the
 .  .terminal state x s s x is fixed and the initial state x 0 is free. In thiss
linear quadratic optimal control problem, a sign indefinite quadratic cost
function is being considered. Using a known result from linear quadratic
 .optimal control theory, we conclude that condition 3.15 implies that the
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 .  .  .solution X ? to the Riccati equation 3.1 with initial condition X 0 s X0
w x  . w xis defined on 0, s and satisfies X s G 0; e.g., see 9, p. 23 .
 .  .We now prove that X s ) 0. Indeed, if the inequality X s ) 0 does
0 0 9  . 0not hold, then there exists a vector x / 0 such that x X s x F 0. Thens s s
 . 0the infimum in the problem 3.15 with x s x is achieved at some vectors s
 . w x  w x.function w ? g L 0, s see, e.g., 9 and0 2
0 0 0 9 0inf J x , w ? s J x , w ? s x X s x F 0. .  .  .0 s 0 s 0 s s
 . w xw ? gL 0, s2
 .However, this contradicts 3.12 . This completes the proof of this
lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. Consider the uncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 and suppose As-
 .  . nsumption 1 holds. Let y ? and u ? be gi¨ en ¨ector functions and x g R0 0 s
 .  .be a gi¨ en ¨ector. Suppose that the solution P ? to the Riccati equation 3.1
 . y1with initial condition P 0 s X is defined and positi¨ e definite on the0
w xinter¨ al 0, s . Then, the following two statements are equi¨ alent:
 . w  .  .xi The ¨ector x does not belong to the set Z a, d, u ? , y ? .s s 0 0
 .ii The following inequality holds
sy1x y x s 9P s x y x s F d q W x t , u t , y t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã ÃHs s 0 0
0
3.16 .
 .  .  .  .for the cost function 3.3 and the solution to Eq. 3.2 with u ? s u ? ,0
 .  .  .y ? s y ? , and initial condition x 0 s a.Ã0
w  .  .xProof of Lemma 3.2. We have by definition of Z a, d, u ? , y ? thats 0 0
w  .  .x  .x g Z a, d, u ? , y ? if and only if there exist vector functions x ? ,s s 0 0
 .  .  .  .w ? , and ¨ ? satisfying Eqs. 2.1 and 3.9 and such that the con-
 .  .  .straint 2.2 holds. Substitution of 3.9 into 2.2 implies that x gs
w  .  .x  .Z a, d, u ? , y ? if and only if there exist an uncertainty input w ? gs 0 0
w x  . w  .xL 0, s such that the inequality 3.10 holds where J x , w ? is defined by2 s
 .  .  .  .3.11 and x ? is the solution to 2.1 with uncertainty input w ? and
 .boundary condition x s s x .s
Now consider the minimization problem
min J w , w ? , 3.17 .  .s
 . w xw ? gL 0, s2
 .  .  .where the minimum is taken over all x ? and w ? related by 2.1 with the
 .boundary condition x s s x . This problem is a linear quadratic optimals
tracking problem in which the system operates in reverse time.
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We wish to convert the above tracking problem into a tracking problem
w xof the form considered in 10, 11 . In order to achieve this, first define
1 .x t to be the solution to the state equations
x1 t s A t x1 t q B t u t ; x1 0 s 0. 3.18 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ç 2 0
 .  . 1 .  .  .  .Now let x t J x t y x t . Then, it follows from 2.1 and 3.18 that x tÄ Ä
satisfies the state equations
Çx t s A t x t q B t w t , 3.19 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä 1
 .  .  .where x 0 s x 0 . Furthermore, the cost function 3.11 can be re-writtenÄ
as
ÄJ x , w ? s J x , w ? s x 0 y a 9X x 0 y a .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Äs s 0
1y t y C t x t q x t 9R t .  .  .  .  .Ä .0
1= y t y C t x t q x t .  .  .  .s Ä .0q dt ,H qw t 9Q t w t .  .  .0
2 01y K t x t q x t q G t u t .  .  .  .  .Ä .0
3.20 .
 . 1 .  .  .where x s s x s x y x s . Equations 3.19 and 3.20 now define aÄ Äs s
w x  .  .tracking problem of the form considered in 10 where y ? , u ? , and0 0
1 .x ? are all treated as reference inputs. In fact, the only difference
between this tracking problem and the tracking problem considered in the
w xproof of the result of 11 is that in this paper, we have a sign indefinite
quadratic cost function.
 w x.The solution to this tracking problem is well known e.g., see 10 .
 .Indeed, if the Riccati equation 3.1 has a positive-definite solution defined
y1 Äw x  . w  .xin 0, s with initial condition P 0 s X , then the minimum of J x , w ?Ä0 s
 .  . w xwill be achieved for any x , u ? , and y ? . Furthermore as in 11 , we canÄs 0 0
write
y11 1Ämin J x , w ? s x y x s 9P s x y x s .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã .  .s s s
 . w xw ? gL 0, s2
s
1 1y W x t q x t , u t , y t dt , 3.21 .  .  .  .  .Ã .H 0 0
0
1 .where x ? is the solution to state equationsÃ
1 1 1Çx t s A t q P t K t 9K t y C t 9R t C t x t q x t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã
q P t C t 9R t y t q B t u t .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 0
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1 .  . 1 . 1 .with initial condition x 0 s 0. Now let x ? J x ? q x ? . Using the factÃ Ã Ã
1 .  .that x s x y x s , it follows that 3.21 can be re-written asÃs s
y1min J x , w ? s x y x s 9P s x y x s .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ãs s s
 . w xw ? gL 0, s2
s
y W x t , u t , y t dt , .  .  . .ÃH 0 0
0
 .  .where x ? is the solution to state equations 3.2 with initial conditionÃ
 .x 0 s 0. From this we can conclude that condition x does not belong toÃ s
w  .  .x  .the set Z a, d, u ? , y ? which is equivalent to the inequality 3.16 . Thiss 0 0
completes the proof of this lemma.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem 3.1. i « ii . Suppose that condition i holds. We
 .  .first prove that the solution P ? to the Riccati equation 3.1 with initial
 . y1 w xcondition P 0 s X is defined and positive definite on 0, NT . Let0
n w xa g R be any given vector and let U ? be a bounding controller for thea
 .  . w  .  .xuncertain system 2.1 , 2.2 . Also, let u ? , y ? be any output-input pair0 0
w x  . w  .xof the controller U ? , that is, u ? s U y ? . Then, we havea 0 a 0
w x w xZ a, d, u ? , y ? ; X a, d , U ? ;d ) 0, s g 0, NT . .  .s 0 0 s a
w  .  .x w xHence the set Z a, d, u ? , y ? is bounded for all d ) 0 and s g 0, NT .s 0 0
 .Now Lemma 3.1 implies that the solution X ? to the Riccati equation
 .  .3.8 with initial condition X 0 s X is defined and positive definite on0
w x0,NT . From this, it follows that the required solution to the Riccati
 .  .  .y1equation 3.1 is given by P ? [ X ? . Furthermore, Lemma 3.2 implies
that
y1nZ a, d , u ? , y ? s x g R : x y x s 9P s x y x s .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ãs 0 0 s s s
s
F d q W x t , u t , y t dt , 3.22 .  .  .  . .ÃH 0 0 5
0
 .  .  .  .  .  .where x ? is the solution to 3.2 with x 0 s a, y t s y t and u t sÃ Ã 0
 . w  .xu t s U y ? .0 a 0
 .Now let U be the class of all controllers of the form 2.4 . Introduce forV
any j s 0, 1, . . . , N the function
NT
V x J inf sup W x t , u t , y t dt , 3.23 .  .  .  . . .Ã ÃHj 0
 .u ? gU jT . w xV y ? gL jT , NT2
 .where the supremum is taken over all solutions to the system 3.2 with
 . w  .  .xinitial condition x jT s x . Then, since the set Z a, d, u ? , y ? isÃ Ã0 N T 0 0
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 .bounded, it follows from description 3.22 that
NT
sup W x t , u t , y t dt -q` , .  .  . .ÃH 0 0
0 . w xy ? gL 0, NT0 2
 .  .where the supremum is taken over all solutions of 3.2 with x 0 s a,Ã
 .  .  .  . w  .x  .y t s y t , and u t s u t s U y ? . From this and 3.23 , we have0 0 a 0
V x -q` ; x g Rn . .Ã Ã0 0 0
Furthermore, according to the theory of dynamic programming see, e.g.,
w x.  .  .8 V ? satisfies Eqs. 3.5 . This completes the proof of this part of thej
theorem.
 .  .  .ii « i . Suppose condition ii holds and let n ) 0 be given. For any
n  .  .a g R , we will consider a corresponding control of the form 2.4 , 3.7 .
 .  .  .Then, 3.6 implies that for the system 3.2 with x 0 s a and the controlÃ
 .  .  .input u ? defined by 2.4 , 3.7 , we have
NT
W x t , u t , y t dt F V x 0 y V x NT q Nn .  .  .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã ÃH 0 N
0
s V a q Nn . .0
Hence, Lemma 3.2 implies that
X a, d , U ? .s a
y1n; x g R : x y x s 9P s x y x s F d q V a q Nn , .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã 4s s s 0
 .  .  .where x ? is the solution to 3.2 with x 0 s a. Therefore, the setÃ Ã
w  .x n w xX a, d,U ? is bounded for all a g R , d ) 0, and s g 0, NT . Thiss a
completes the proof of the theorem.
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